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Introduction 
 
The following appraisal forms part of the Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment 
(SHLAA) of North Warwickshire District. It considers the landscape and visual characteristics 
of those promoted greenfield sites (outside defined settlement boundaries) that have been 
identified by the Council as ‘priority sites’ - i.e. offering the greatest potential, for other 
reasons, for accommodating planned residential development.  
 
The ‘priority sites’ are considered on a settlement by settlement basis below using the site 
reference codes on the plans included in the Baker Associates report. 
 
This study is based upon site appraisal of the promoted sites undertaken by an experienced 
Chartered Landscape Architect, and background information provided in the adopted Local 
Plan. Wherever public access has been available sites have generally been evaluated by site 
visit; where there is no public access judgements have been informed by scrutiny of 
mapping, including aerial photography, and familiarity with site context.  
 

Landscape planning context 
 
The landscape character of North Warwickshire was assessed by the county council in 1993 
as part of the Warwickshire Landscapes Project. This study developed a new methodology for 
landscape character assessment and lead to the publication of the Warwickshire Landscape 
Guidelines which broke the county down into distinct landscapes; of these two are 
represented in the district – Arden, which covers most of he district, and Mease Lowland. 
Arden comprises seven distinct landscape types.  However, the methodology has developed 
considerably since this pioneering work and the assessment is now somewhat out of date, 
although many of the findings, such as principal landscape characteristics, are still relevant 
today.  
 
Local Plan Policy ENV1 – Protection and Enhancement of Natural Landscape, supports the 
landscape character approach and the Borough Council indicted their intention to undertake a 
more detailed borough-wide landscape character assessment which will form SPD (para. 
3.24) but, to our knowledge, this work has not yet commenced.  
 
The policy states that: 
 

‘Development that would neither protect nor enhance the intrinsic qualities of the 
existing landscape, as defined by Landscape Character Assessment, will not be 
permitted. Only where protection or enhancement is incompatible with proposed 
development might mitigation be considered as an alternative to protection or 
enhancement’.  

 
The supporting text goes on to state: 
 

‘The siting, layout, design and landscaping of proposals will be expected to protect, 
complement or enhance the identified characteristics of the landscape. Where the 
protection or enhancement of the existing landscape would stand in the way of an 
otherwise acceptable or needed development proposals for on or off site mitigation 
will be considered. However, mitigation will not always be acceptable especially where 
important features of the landscape would be lost or where the overall quality of the 
landscape would be eroded’. (Para. 3.26).  

 



Unfortunately, the county level of the study is not of sufficient detail to inform the 
assessment of individual parcels of land and their appropriateness or otherwise for 
accommodating future development growth. However, the guidelines may still have some 
relevance for guiding the location and design of new development, including related green 
infrastructure to respect the prevailing characteristics of the area. 
 
 
 
 
Whilst not a landscape policy the West Midlands Green belt which extends into parts of the 
Borough is a very important consideration. Policy ENV2 - Green Belt states that: 
 

1. The outer extent of the West Midlands Green Belt in North Warwickshire is shown 
on the Proposals Map. Within this area, Government Policy Guidance Note 2 Green 
Belts applies.  

2. Areas within Development Boundaries are excluded from the Green Belt.   
 
The supporting text states that: 
 

‘Within Green Belts the primary aim is to maintain the open nature of the area, and 
there is a general presumption against development that is inappropriate to a rural 
area, except in very special circumstances’. (Para. 3.29).  
 
‘The maintenance of the Green Belt is seen as a vital component in protecting and 
enhancing the Borough as an area of pleasant countryside, especially by preventing 
the incursion of nearby urban areas. The wholeness of the Green Belt designation is 
important, and further exclusions would reduce its effectiveness. Greenbelt 
boundaries were reviewed in the last Local Plan’. (Para. 3.30). 

 
Where the Council is seeking to accommodate needed development it is assumed that the 
Green belt boundary would be adjusted accordingly to exclude suitable sites. Comments are 
provided below where Green Belt considerations are relevant to the consideration of a site. 
 
The Plan also includes policies on nature conservation, protection of existing vegetation, open 
space, cultural heritage, and design-related matters which are relevant at a more detailed 
site appraisal and design level. Observations are made on some of these aspects in the site 
evaluations below. 
 
 

Appraisal of Priority Sites 
 
ANSLEY 
 
NWAR049 / SLA 147 
 
The site was not readily accessible. It comprises the majority of a grass field located on the 
northern edge of the village, immediately west of the housing estate on St Lawrence Road. 
The settlement is located on a on a ridge and the site appears to be widely exposed to the 
north; the tree belt apparent on aerial photographs appears to have been wholly or at least 
partially removed opening up the site such that new development could form a prominent 
component within the landscape in views from the north east (although development is likely 
to be seen against the backdrop of the ribbon of development running along Birmingham 
Road which forms the south western boundary). A few trees delineate the northern boundary 
of the field just beyond the site and the site is apparent from the right of way running past 
New Park Farm. Given the seemingly exposed nature of the site it appears that development 
would form a prominent addition to the existing settlement edge which may be particularly 
apparent. Other sites within the village appear to offer better prospects as discussed below. If 
the site were to come forward, very substantial strategic planting would be required 
(preferably well in advance of development taking place) to create and define the edge of the 
physical and visual limits of the settlement. 
 
It is not apparent how the site may be accessed as the site boundaries do not extend to 
Birmingham Road (although a gap in existing development does appear to exist here).  



 
NWAR050/ SLA 61 
 
This site comprises a three rough pasture fields on the north eastern edge of the village, two 
of which have a particular urban fringe character. The northern and central parts of the site 
wrap around an area of allotments; the housing estate at St Lawrence Road forms a 
prominent edge on the north western side and development along Birmingham Road forms 
the south western edge beyond the allotments. The field adjoining the estate falls slightly to 
the south east and development in this part of the site offers an opportunity to create a more 
attractive edge to the settlement, where existing development is already prominent forming a 
backdrop in views from the east/south east. 
 
The central field is located slightly lower; whilst the boundary hedge provides no containment 
from the more open landscape that runs away to the east/south east the site is strongly 
related to the existing settlement edge and the allotments. 
 
The south eastern field has a slightly more attractive character due the higher level of 
boundary vegetation that softens the settlement edge; the north eastern boundary is defined 
by a low hedge allowing medium distance views out across the undulating landscape beyond 
from the right of way that runs along the southern edge of the field. The slight rise in the 
landform east of the site, combined with the softening effect of vegetation, ensures that the 
existing settlement edge sits well within the landscape when viewed from Tunnel Road when 
approaching from the north east. 
 
Overall the site does offer very considerable scope for accommodating a significant area of 
development. Owing the general prominence of the existing settlement, new development 
would provide an opportunity to create a more sympathetic and visually attractive edge, with 
appropriate strategic planting along the outer edge to soften its profile. There may be scope 
to relocate the allotments to provide further capacity and a better design solution in this 
location. They could, for example, be relocated into the south eastern field where, with some 
strengthening of the existing field boundary, they could be integrated well whilst maintaining 
the existing integrated edge of the settlement in this location. 
 
The site appears generally well located to the main, albeit limited village facilities. Access into 
the site appears to be limited to Nuthurst Crescent/Tunnel Road, which may impose 
limitations on the capacity of the site. 
 
NWAR133/ SLA 58 
 
This site lies just within the green belt, the edge of which follows the south western side of 
the site, at the northern end of the village. It comprises a farmstead with some traditional 
outbuildings, modern agricultural barns, a large yard to the rear which appears to be 
occupied by lorries as part of a haulage business; a strip of unmanaged land extends along 
the western side of Birmingham Road, from which it is separated by a reasonable hedge that 
contributes to the character of the approach into the settlement. The main yard may be 
regarded as brownfield land and development in this location would, subject to the retention 
(perhaps conversion) of the older buildings if these are of historic interest, would be 
appropriate; the buildings and the haulage yard are prominent on the ridge and a lower 
density development with substantial planting associated with it may provide an appropriate 
and more sympathetic long term use. 
 
The unmanaged area is more sensitive to change; however the existing houses on the 
opposite side of the road are already apparent on the ridge in views from the south west. 
Sympathetic development in this location would be acceptable in landscape/visual terms as 
long as measures are taken to soften the edge, and that the vegetation along Birmingham 
Road is largely retained for its contribution to the character of the village street and the 
context of the adjoining barn in this location. Whilst development of the greenfield element 
would not normally be compatible with green belt purposes, such development would not 
conflict generally with green belt purposes. 
 
Access appears to be unconstrained. A right of way crosses the southern part. 
 
 



ARLEY 
 
The settlement is wholly surrounded by Green Belt. 
 
NWAR003/ PS08 
 
This is a large and complex site that comprises several arable fields, defined by hedges, on 
the southern side of New Arley, with a smaller field adjoining the eastern end of the village. 
Indeed, if the whole of the indicated site were to be developed it would more than double the 
size of the existing village. 
 
The northern field of the main parcel is large where several fields have been amalgamated, 
and adjoins the southern edge of housing which forms a generally harsh interface with the 
countryside, whilst the woodland of Astley Gorse provides good containment to the east. The 
land then falls south westwards, gently at first, forming the head of a valley with higher land 
on both sides, and which becomes more open to the south west. Free standing and mature 
hedgerow oak trees are a particular characteristic of the whole area and provide a very 
substantial contribution to the integration of the built up area within the wider landscape. 
Woodland and tree groups are significant landscape features around an apparently derelict 
farmstead and adjoining church (being converted to a community centre), adjoining a school 
and recreation ground which forms the southern edge of the settlement along the central 
northern part of the site boundary.  
 
Whilst the site lies within Green Belt the northern part of the main parcel of land offers an 
opportunity to accommodate well designed development that is well related to the village 
facilities yet is visually discreet within the wider landscape. Part of the settlement edge in this 
location is also poorly integrated and new development can be used to create more 
appropriate long term edge. There is scope to reinforce the hedge line that defines the large 
field south of the settlement and extend this to link with Astley Gorse to provide enclosure 
and a new strong edge to the green belt. 
 
The central and western parts are more exposed and development in this location has the 
potential to be widely perceived as a substantial encroachment into open countryside with 
significant adverse landscape and visual effects. 
 
The field at the eastern end of the village is most suitable for accommodating development; it 
relates well to the settlement which forms a prominent edge yet the field is quite well 
contained to the north (where there is a recreation ground); new strategic planting along the 
eastern side of the field could connect Astley Gorse with Gorsy Spinney to contain the site 
from the countryside that falls gently away to the east and define the new limit of the green 
belt. 
 
 
OLD ARLEY 
 
NWAR010/ PS22 
 
This site lies within the settlement limit and is an area of close mown grassland around which 
circa 1980’s housing has been arranged around Bournebrook View; it is not defined as open 
space in the Local Plan. The area is suitable for development and makes little contribution to 
the character of the village; new development offers an opportunity to create a more 
interesting character. 
 
NWAR099/ SLA 14 
 
There was no access to this site. It consists of two small arable fields that slope gently 
southwards to the rear of a ribbon of houses that lie along the northern side of Station Road. 
Some development could be accommodated on the lower land to the rear of the existing 
houses and this would be quite discreet. However development in the eastern field would 
effectively connect the small ribbon of houses in this area to the main village; this would lead 
to a loss of local identity and the development would be locally prominent as the land rises up 
the slopes, especially when approaching the junction at Spring Hill/Station Road from the 



east. On balance the site has some limited potential but would constitute an undesirable 
ribbon form of development within an area that has distinct rural characteristics. 
 
NWAR227/ SLA 146 
 
The site is a small single field located immediately north of the eastern part of NWAR099, in a 
more elevated position, with a large recreation ground to the north. Development here would 
extend the village into attractive countryside east of Rectory Road and, without development 
in the eastern part of site NWAR099, may appear as an isolated encroachment into 
countryside that would not be compatible with the third purpose of Green Belt purpose. 
However there is an argument that this site, together with site NWAR010 could create a new 
distinctive southern gateway to the village (in an area that lacks a distinct identity at present) 
if carefully handled and designed in a comprehensive way (i.e. both sites together). 
 
 
ATHERSTONE 
 
NWAR066/ SLA 98 
 
This site comprises a narrow heavily horse-grazed grass field, lying east of Holly Lane 
Roundabout and north of Rowland Way, a recently constructed road serving the adjacent 
employment area. The field is contained by a belt of vegetation along the northern boundary 
which combines with the vegetation within site NWAR181 immediately to the north to form a 
high level of enclosure from the land that falls away gently towards the River Sence. The 
southern boundary is formed by a hedgerow retained alongside a section of redundant road 
and the new road; the site falls gently eastwards to Innage Brook and housing which forms a 
discreet boundary. Due to its enclosure the site is suitable for accommodating residential 
development with minimal landscape and visual implications, with access readily available off 
Rowland Way; vegetation to the north should be retained and protected as it assists in the 
integration of the site in views from the north.  
 
There is potential to bring forward this site in conjunction with NWAR181 to the north. 
 
NWAR 181/ SLA 100 
 
The site is currently a plant nursery, comprising a number of glasshouses, sheds, hard 
standings, and remnant areas of grass, and a house fronting on to Old Holly Lane, all set 
within an area that contains significant vegetation which slopes gently northwards. The 
northern boundary is defined by a reasonable hedgerow and vegetation (including tall conifer 
hedges) that contain the site from the B4116 along its western frontage. To the north the 
land slopes away gently across open arable farmland towards the River Sence. The site 
contributes to the containment of the urban edge in views back towards the settlement, 
although the edge of housing east of Innage Brook is partially apparent above the adjoining 
hedgerow. Subject to a sensitive design which safeguards and reinforces the more prominent 
boundary vegetation and trees, and suitable access which may be achieved perhaps in 
combination with site NWAR066, the site has potential to accommodate residential 
development. 
 
NWAR158/ 1 
 
This site is a narrow strip of sub divided pasture with some sheds that appears to be used for 
grazing. It is located between the main line railway to the north, A5 to the east, and Coventry 
Canal which runs along the southern boundary; the B4116 Holly Lane forms the western 
boundary. The site is discreet but subject to noise from the railway which may be a constraint 
to residential development. The character of the adjoining canal is attractive, with a semi 
rural character and this would be altered if development were to occur. If development were 
to take place its relationship to the canal should be very carefully controlled (a significant set-
back should be required to maintain a sense of openness along its route), and be of a high 
design standard. However, access is a key issue, with access only possible off the very limited 
frontage with the B4116 on the western boundary; a short stretch of road between two 
bridges. The separation provided by the prevailing infrastructure also divorces the site from 
the town centre. 
 



NWAR159/ 2 
 
This parcel of land is difficult to assess in detail due to limitations on access. It comprises a 
narrow strip of land between the A5 and Coventry Canal, which appears to be a mosaic of 
very small hedgerow and tree-bounded rough grass fields and allotments a number of which 
appear as small holdings (some holding poultry and geese). Parts of the site are of low visual 
quality with numerous sheds and an assortment of structures; however, the considerable 
vegetation that lie within and around the site help to contain this from the adjoining areas. 
Some of this vegetation contributes to the green character of the adjoining canal where there 
are views towards it from the towpath; this is an important characteristic and one that should 
be protected. The site is intermittently visible from the A5 and any development within it 
would form a new edge to this side of the town.  
 
Access opportunities seem to be limited to the short section of Holly Lane, just north of its 
junction with the A5, part of which is occupied by Six Lock Cottage, with redundant building 
fronting on to the A5 roundabout; the proximity to this junction and the approach to the 
elevated bridge over the canal to the north may make access impractical for this amount and 
type of development. The many trees on the site should be retained (subject to detailed 
inspection) as they contribute to the approach and setting of this edge of the town. 
 
NWAR160/ 3 
 
The site comprises a small triangular parcel of land contained by the canal, main line railway 
(elevated above the site for part of its length), and short section of B4116 Holly Lane; access 
appears to be a severe constraint as the frontage of Holly Lane is elevated, well vegetated 
and situated between two bridges and noise may also restrict potential land use and 
residential capacity. The western/south western boundary lies immediately adjacent to the 
canal and canal basin (Baddesley Wharf - part of site NWAR161) where there is a boatyard 
(Barry Hawkins Boatyard). There are no landscape/visual constraints to its development other 
than its relationship to the canal complex (which includes a lock) and the contribution that it 
makes to its setting. This should be respected by high quality and appropriate design. Noise 
from the railway is likely to be a constraint. There is evidence of what may be old ridge and 
furrow on the site. 
 
NWAR161/ 4 
 
The site is made up of two distinct parts; the boatyard and canal basin referred to above, and 
an open arable field extending west to Whittington Lane running north of the A5. The A5 
forms the southern boundary and the railway most of the northern boundary. The field 
appears as part of open countryside and is apparent from the A5 on the approach to the town 
from the west; there is no obvious visual relationship back towards the existing urban area, 
and the vegetation on the western side of the canal basin forms a valuable screen particularly 
around a scrap yard which is excluded from the site. The site is very poorly located relative to 
the town centre. Overall, the arable land is not considered suitable for development. The 
canal basin area has value for its industrial heritage, and relates to the canal and adjacent 
lock and its interesting character forming part of the local canal network and resource; it 
appears well used. To the north of the basin lies an area of scrub with some evidence of 
wetland, which may have some ecological value. Whilst some development could be 
accommodated around its fringe (reflecting the requirements of Policy ECON10) it would 
appear that this would displace the canal-related employment/service uses. Furthermore the 
capacity of this part of the site would be very limited. Overall, the site is not considered 
appropriate for development. 
 
NWAR148/ SLA 74 
 
The site lies directly east of the Coventry Canal, with the mainline railway forming its eastern 
boundary. The site is not readily accessible but appears to be an area of allotments, some of 
which still appear to be in use, whilst others have been abandoned and have reverted to 
scrub; recent housing lies to the north (Merevale Road) with an older estate (Minions Close) 
to the south. The site is well contained, and subject to its availability given its current use 
and evaluation of its biodiversity value, appears suitable in landscape and visual terms for 
development. However, the frontage with the canal is an important part of the setting and 
character of the canal and lock and any new development should be set back to allow for the 



retention of the better trees that are located alongside the towpath. The recent development 
to the north forms an unfortunate edge and this unsympathetic approach should not be 
repeated here.  
 
Access would appear to be available as an extension from Merevale Road (although this is 
restricted at its northern end where Old Watling Street passes through a low bridge under the 
railway) and off Minions Close. 
 
NWAR149/ SLA 75 
 
This narrow linear site comprises horse-grazed pasture, some sheds, and an apparently well-
used area of (unsightly) allotments which occupy more than half of the site. The western 
boundary is formed by a high stone wall which marks the edge of the Merevale Park, a Park 
and Garden of Special Historic Interest (Policy ENV 15 applies). The edge of the park beyond 
is defined by a tall belt of woodland such that there is no apparent inter-visibility with the 
parkland and associated Hall. The eastern boundary is formed by the canal and the open land 
provides a foreground in views from the canal towards the edge of the park. The northern tip 
of the site forms part of an attractive Conservation Area centred on the locks and canal side 
buildings where the canal passes below Merevale Road.  
 
The site does appear to have potential to accommodate some development, subject to the 
relocation of the allotments elsewhere (which may have other consequences), and as long as 
it is accepted that there will be some adverse impact on the setting of the park and the canal. 
Well-designed development could ensure that the wall and the canal side are respected with 
appropriate set backs from these features (perhaps with a linear open space). The narrower 
northern part should not be developed to avoid compromising the setting of the Conservation 
Area and its relationship with the north eastern corner of the park, although there would 
appear to be scope for a pedestrian/cycle link to be incorporated to provide a northward 
connection. The significant trees that run along the southern side of the allotments, the field 
boundaries further north, and the canal side should be retained. 
 
Access into the site from the northern end would appear to be very constrained and it is likely 
that the site would have to be accessed from the residential estate that lies to the south of 
the allotments. 
 
BADDESLEY ENSOR 
 
NWAR219/  
 
Appears to be a boarded up school and suitable but shown in flood risk area so not assessed. 
 
NWAR164/ SLA 86 
 
This site was not accessible but appears to be occupied by scrub and a good number of trees 
(and may be of ecological value) with detached housing on most of three sides. Whilst the 
land is located on gently rising ground it appears to be well contained from the wider area 
due to the screening created by the woodlands – Black Ridding and Grendon Wood, both of 
which are ancient woodlands – to the north and east which help to integrate the edge of the 
settlement in this location. Access would appear to be a key constraint as the site appears to 
only be accessible off Boot Hill via Carts Lane which is narrow. 
 
[Note – the whole tract of land between the two woods would appear to offer potential to 
accommodate development in this locality. A more comprehensive approach would allow for a 
more integrated solution and better access here]. 
 
NWAR052/234 (SLA 151(3) ) 
 
This site is located on the top of a ridge (aptly named ‘Hill Top’) that falls away across open 
chide to the west, south and north. Two large clumps of vegetation within this site assist with 
softening the existing edge of the adjoin development in this prominent location.  
 
Development in this location would remove this vegetation, extend over the hill top and 
would be visually prominent; as such the site is unsuitable for development. 



 
NWAR051/ SLA 151(2) 
 
This site lies on the north facing slopes of Top Hill and is an arbitrary strip of grass field. The 
existing urban edge is very well defined and integrated by a broad belt of trees and scrub. 
Development would be extremely prominent, not fit well with the landscape, and extend the 
settlement edge into open and prominent countryside and is therefore not suitable for 
development. 
 
NWAR055 
 
This site comprises a complex of traditional farm buildings and farm house (Church Farm) 
arranged around a yard, modern Dutch barn and some sheds and storage yard north of New 
Street. The farm buildings and house are in disrepair. The older buildings form an interesting 
group, linked by old brick and stone boundary walls, and appear to have potential to be 
restored/converted; this should be encouraged as the group are an interesting feature. The 
group lies on the eastern edge of this narrow sloping site, which falls northwards to a small 
brook and pond and south eastwards to a broad valley bottom. The undeveloped parts of the 
site form an interesting complex of trees, scrub and unmanaged areas and the site is very 
well integrated into the landscape and lends character to this edge of the village where 
Church House, located just opposite, reinforces this identity and wider historical relationship 
with the church. The vegetation is also important for the screening that it provides in views 
from St Nicholas’s church located across the field to the north. 
 
The site is suitable for some selective redevelopment but this should be focused on the 
conversion/restoration of the traditional farm complex, removal of unattractive more recent 
elements and perhaps a small number of well designed residential units where barns/storage 
areas are removed. It is important that the prevailing vegetated character of the site is 
retained. 
 
NWAR147/ SLA 73 
 
The site covers an area of pasture, subdivided by fences, lying on the west facing slopes of 
the pronounced ridge that runs through the village; there are views back towards the ridge 
from the land beyond. The north eastern boundary abuts some existing detached houses on 
the ridge top the edge of which is partially softened by vegetation. Directly to the north lies 
St Nicholas’s church, which has a very distinctive character, enhanced by the mature trees 
that surround it on the ridge. The site has an attractive rural character and contributes very 
significantly to the setting of the church and churchyard (which is presumably listed).  
 
Development in this location is likely to have an unacceptably harmful effect on an attractive 
part of the village edge and the setting of the church, and should be avoided. 
 
Access to the site appears to be very limited and, it seems, may only be taken off the Hill Top 
road very close to the approach and entrance into the churchyard and where there is clear 
inter-visibility between the two; there are also trees in this locality which could be affected. 
 
NWAR175/008 (SLA 92B/ SLA92A) 
 
This area is difficult to appraise on the ground as the two sites make up a parcel of land that 
is bordered by development on two sides and subdivided into a mosaic of small parcels by 
overgrown hedgerows and trees, which may have some historical interest/value. A cottage 
lies within site 175. Land uses appear to be a mix of gardens, small paddocks, and allotments 
(used –with a collection of sheds - and unused). The area has an interesting and varied 
character and the high level of vegetation softens the interface between the development to 
the south and west and the rising land within Baddesley Common. Subject to the 
safeguarding/relocation of the allotment uses, and the retention of the vegetated character of 
the site, parts may be suitable for small scale development as long as this does not detract 
from the character of the common. 
 
Access appears to be available off Meadow Gardens but may entail the removal of some 
vegetation. 
 



COLESHILL 
 
The town forms a broad ribbon located either side of Coventry Road/High Street. Both of the 
‘priority’ sites are located on the eastern edge of the town where the land falls away into the 
valley of the River Blythe and existing development has generally respected the 100m 
contour which broadly defines the break of slope. The town lies wholly surrounded by the 
Green Belt. 
 
NWAR101/ SLA 16 
 
The site comprises a rectangular grass field (horse grazed) that falls eastwards away from 
the existing settlement edge, with a dwelling, small areas of paddock and associated sheds 
located on the northern boundary with Maxstoke Road. The urban edge in this location is 
generally prominent in the extensive views that are available from the valley to the east. The 
urban area immediately north west of the site forms part of an extensive Conservation Area 
the edge of which is softened by vegetation. Notwithstanding the poor visual edge that occurs 
along the west side of the site development of this site would extend development down the 
slopes and lead to a very visible protrusion into countryside, contrary to the settlement limit 
that is currently defined by the break of slope. Such development would be contrary to Green 
Belt purposes, leading to a perception of encroachment into countryside and potentially give 
the impression of ‘sprawl’, and may set a precedent for further expansion along the eastern 
edge of the town. Development of this site is not recommended. 
 
NWAR134/ SLA 59 
 
The site lies on the southern side of the B4114 Blythe Road and comprises a triangular grass 
field set on a slightly rounded landform, between the valleys of the River Cole and River 
Blyth, below the main ridge upon which the town is situated. Only a small part of the site 
abuts the existing settlement boundary defined around some detached houses south of Blythe 
Road; most of their long rear gardens and a strip of allotments all lie within Green Belt and 
the vegetation that is associated with this area and the edge of the settlement to the west 
contributes to the integration of this part of the town within its wider setting. The eastern 
boundary is defined by an intermittent hedgerow located on the higher part of the site and 
this provides some screening (in summer) of the site beyond when approaching the town 
along Blythe Road from the east which reveals good view of Coleshill church located on the 
ridge beyond the site.  
 
Whilst maps indicate that the site was recently a sports ground although there is no evidence 
of this on site. 
 
Development of this site is not considered appropriate in landscape and visual terms; 
development is likely to lead to a projection of the edge of the town into countryside, which 
contributes to its setting and particularly in views of the church (set within the Conservation 
Area on the ridge top), that would be very apparent. It would conflict with Green Belt 
purposes for the same reasons, outlined above, for the other Coleshill site and would make 
other development in this locality difficult to resist. 
 
GRENDON 
 
Settlement appears to be a very unsustainable location with very limited services. This site, 
which was not accessible, appears occupied by allotments, a builder’s yard, and two small 
grass paddocks. The site is contained on three sides by development – ribbons of housing on 
the southern and western sides and the builder’s yard to the east. The site is discreet within 
the wider landscape, with a slight rise to the north east which, together with a good belt of 
vegetation along the northern boundary appears to contain it. The site appears suitable for 
development subject to the relocation or retention of the allotments.  
 
Access is available off Spon Lane, which is a cul de sac at its junction with the A5. Adjoining 
properties may be a constraint at this access point and this would need to be examined. 
 
NWAR142/242 (SLA 69 (1) 
 



A large arable field forms this site directly north and east of the above site. The field forms a 
low rounded ridge which assists with defining the limits of the settlement and containing the 
ribbon of houses along the A5 from the north; the northern and eastern boundaries are only 
defined by low hedges. Development within this field would be apparent in views from the 
approach from the north and would not be a sympathetic extension to the village.  
 
NWAR163/ SLA 85 
 
In flood zone and therefore not assessed 
 
HARTSHILL 
 
NWAR128/ SLA  52 
 
This is a very large site surrounding three sides of the largest of Hartshill Quarries; the quarry 
is redundant, with steep sides and contains deep water and is designated as a RIGS (Policy 
ENV 3). The edge of the quarry is followed by a right of way (part of the Quarryman’s Walk). 
The site is quite varied in nature and is well located on the edge of the settlement. 
 

• Northern part comprises a discreet narrow pasture field, with the northern end 
extending to the edge of a smaller quarry and which is partially exposed with the 
hillside falling away to the north; 

• Flat arable and pasture land running around the south western part. This is very well 
contained by the planting undertaken to screen the quarry and Snow Hill wood in the 
south western part which screens housing beyond, and abuts a large school complex; 

• The south eastern part is dominated by scrub with a number of informal paths, with a 
playing field at the eastern end adjoining Nuneaton Road; housing lies to the north 
east and south. 

 
The site does contribute to varying degrees to the character of the settlement, and forms an 
attractive setting to the Holy Trinity church; a few scattered mature oak trees create a slight 
parkland character. 
 
Overall a large part of the site does offer very considerable scope for the expansion of the 
settlement and there appear to be a number of potential points of access. However, the 
largest constraint may be the danger that the quarry presents. Only very recently there has 
been a fatality of a local teenager here and encouraging development closer to the quarry is 
very likely to meet with very significant concern. On the positive side it may be that such 
development could contribute to the enhancement of safety and accident prevention. 
 
[NOTE – consider land swop with recreation ground s/w of Snow Hill wood?] 
 
NWAR145/ SLA 71 
 
This site is located on the northern side of a valley north of Ansley Common and comprises a 
matrix of woodland and open grasslands with a distinctive attractive character, crossed by a 
number of rights of way; two RIGS are located in the vicinity of Moor Wood all or part of 
which lie within the site. A group of redundant sheds lie in part of the site. The woodland is 
an important landscape feature in views along the valley and from the south/south west and 
appears long established with many mature trees; the intricate mosaic may be of significant 
ecological value. Overall the site is considered unsuitable for development in landscape terms 
and access opportunities appear to be very limited, with the only realistic opportunity for any 
acceptable development being at the eastern end, just north of Moorwood Lane, where there 
are some discreet parcels of grassland/low scrub, and redundant sheds, that could be 
accessible off Mulberry Way and/or east end of Moorwood Lane without significant loss of 
vegetation. 
 
NWAR207/ SLA 124 
 
This site lies to the south of Moorwood Lane and is an area of scattered scrub and rough, 
horse-grazed land and forms part of the more open valley floor. Development in most of this 
site would be unsympathetic in landscape and visual terms, extending development 
westwards from where it is currently filtered and screened by vegetation. There may be scope 



to accommodate a very small amount of development without significant wider impact at the 
very eastern end of the site where there is a small paddock that is reasonably contained by 
vegetation but access may preclude this; the trees should be retained. 
 
NWAR024/ SLA 2 
 
This area is very discreet lying to the rear of houses and largely surrounded by vegetation 
which is an intrinsic characteristic of this area; a small area of designated green space 
(woodland) lies on the northern edge. Important vegetation should be retained in any 
development proposal that comes forward. 
 
Access appears to be readily available off Coleshill Road to the south. 
 
KINGSBURY 
 
Three sites have been examined at Kingsbury which lies wholly within Green Belt.  
 
NWAR214/ SLA 133 
 
This triangular site lies on the east side of the main line railway, between the railway and 
large oil storage complex and is therefore has limited connectivity to the town located to the 
west of the railway. Due to adjacent uses there was limited opportunity to view the site. The 
western parts of the site appear to be in active use for recycling served off Trinity Road, 
whilst the eastern parts (which also appear to have characteristics of previously used land) is 
occupied by areas of scrub and regenerating vegetation which assist with providing an 
element of screening along the southern edge of the oil depot. The site is discreet within the 
wider landscape, being contained by development or vegetation along its boundaries and may 
be suitable for development. However, its relationship to the town is not good; its proximity 
to the oil depot may give rise to safety issues that would rule out residential use; it may also 
be contaminated.  
 
The site makes little contribution to the Green Belt given its current use; the oil depot to the 
north is located within Green Belt which seems a strange anomaly as it also does not appear 
to fulfil any of the defined purposes.  
 
NWAR029/ SLA 10 
 
The site consists of a moderately sized open arable field located in a low lying area between 
the northern edge of the settlement, which is locally prominent, and the M42. The landform 
and other features form a discreet bowl within the landscape; vegetation alongside the 
motorway and to the north contains views from that aspect and the embankment of the A51 
Tamworth Road to the west, with related vegetation, also contains the site. The northern 
boundary is formed by a small ditch line with smaller arable fields and an area of rough 
ground lying to the north extending the M42 and there is scope to incorporate this land within 
the site. The site is suitable for development in landscape/visual terms and new development 
would provide an opportunity to create a more sensitive edge to the settlement here. The 
M42 would provide a suitable defined boundary for a realigned boundary of the Green Belt. 
 
Access, which only appears to be available off the elevated A51, an area of flood risk, and the 
pylons that cross the site are constraints. 
 
NWAR119/ SLA 40 
 
This is a large site wrapping around the north western side of the settlement. The largest part 
of the site lies to the north, located on the northern end of a low ridge that extends south 
through much of the settlement. The land appears to be unmanaged and there is evidence of 
widespread informal access; the northern boundary of the site appears to follow a relatively 
arbitrary line. The River Tame forms the north west boundary. A small watercourse lies in the 
eastern part and creates a shallow depression between the ridge and A51 that forms the 
eastern boundary. The existing housing within the Kingsway estate to the south forms a 
harsh prominent edge with rear gardens backing on to the site. This part of the site, with 
existing development beyond, is apparent in the approach along the A51 and from the M42 
that lies just to the north. The well vegetated landscape of the Kingsbury Water Park lies 



beyond the motorway and, whilst the site is located on more elevated land, this vegetation 
appears to contain most medium distance views towards the site from this area. In landscape 
terms this part of the site is rather featureless and has a strong urban fringe character. 
 
The site is well located to the school, and marginally closer to the centre of the settlement 
than site NWAR029. Access appears to be more straightforward than this other site although 
pylons and localised areas of flood risk impose some constraint. This northern part of the site 
is therefore considered suitable for development and would offer an opportunity to create a 
more attractive northern edge of the settlement perhaps combined with an era of significant 
open space to assist with softening the edge in views from the M42. Any proposals should 
seek to retain and reinforce the generally tree-lined character of the River Tame with 
extensive new planting. 
 
The western part of the site, west of the housing estate, is a ribbon of land that defines the 
eastern edge of the River Tame. A small grass field lies at the southern end of this area, just 
north of Kingsbury Hall which is the centre of a Conservation Area that also contains a 
Scheduled Ancient Monument. The majority of the area contains a good level of vegetation 
that integrates the existing edge of the settlement that adjoins it and is also indicated as 
being at risk of flooding; it should therefore not come forward for development. However, it 
does have potential to form part of an integrated area of green infrastructure that would 
connect to open space in the developable northern part of the site and provide a good 
connection with the school.  
 
MANCETTER 
 
Three sites have been considered at Mancetter; these are: 
 
NWR244/ PS46 
 
This site consists of an arable field that slopes southwards from the local high point upon 
which the historic part of Mancetter (a Conservation Area) is located. The edge of the existing 
settlement is moderately contained and discreet within the wider landscape, being softened 
by vegetation with the church appearing above trees. This vegetation helps to define the 
southern limit of the built up area and new development in this moderately open field could 
appear as protrusion into the countryside beyond this edge. The site is adjoined to the north 
by some more recent detached houses but these are softened to some degree by vegetation 
when seen from outside the site. Detached houses in large gardens form the frontage with 
the B411 Nuneaton Road. The southern boundary is defined by a small area of woodland and 
trees which follow a small brook; the western edge is bordered by the railway.  
 
It would appear that access could only be achieved off the B4111 through the field to the 
south (site NWAR245), and that the site is remote from higher level facilities.  
 
Notwithstanding these shortcomings , and if there are no more suitable sites available, the 
site has some potential to accommodate a well designed and low density type of 
development, which would provide opportunities to extend tree cover through the 
development to reflect the character of the existing settlement. The existing vegetation that 
forms the southern boundary should be retained and managed and new planting provided 
along the railway boundary.  
 
NWR245/ PS 47 
 
This is an arable field, lying between the railway and B4111, which gently rises south 
eastwards to a low hedge from the southern boundary of the above site. The site appears 
open when viewed from higher land to the south west and development here would appear as 
a significant extension out into open countryside, which would also be apparent on the 
approach towards Atherstone from the south. The site is not considered suitable for 
development, even if the site to the north were to be developed. 
 
NWR247/ PS45(2) 
 
Site 247 is a small grass field (currently grazed by deer) and which is visually discreet within 
the wider landscape although it is more apparent from higher land to the south west where it 



does contribute to the overall green setting of the settlement. It is contained from the north 
by the large residential estate off Manor Road, and access is potentially good off Old Farm 
Road. The eastern boundary abuts a Scheduled Ancient Monument (SAM), and appears to be 
defined by a strong hedgerow. The railway line forms the south western boundary. A very 
well considered development may be acceptable here, subject to further analysis of the 
setting of the SAM and the Conservation Area. 
 
A combination of development within both sites NWR245 and 247, would lead to the 
Conservation Area being surrounded largely by new development, the cumulative impact of 
which may be considered unacceptable.  
 
WATER ORTON 
 
The settlement is surrounded by Green Belt. 
 
NWAR 200/ SLA 115 
 
The site consists of two rough pasture fields (grazed by horses) located both sides of a track 
and right of way on the southern edge of the village. The land within the site slopes very 
gently southwards, but rises more noticeably beyond the southern boundary towards a low 
ridge traversed by the M42/M6 link (which is not visible). The fields are contained by robust 
hedgerows and there is an area of light woodland on the eastern boundary of the eastern 
field; good hedges and trees define the southern boundary. The land has a moderately 
attractive discreet character. A small nursery lies alongside the lane within the site and a 
school lies immediately beyond the north western boundary.  
 
Development within this site would be well integrated within the landscape and generally well 
contained from wider view by the combination of the topography and vegetation. Whilst 
development, in principal, is not compatible with its current green belt status development 
here would be acceptable in landscape and visual terms; it would not lead to merging of 
settlements and the good boundary vegetation, which could be reinforced further, can form a 
firm settlement edge. 
 
However, access appears to be a key constraint as the site has no direct road frontage; the 
track appears to provide the only opportunity but this is narrow, between two properties, and 
lined with hedges and significant trees. The site is well located for the school but less 
convenient for key community facilities. 
 
NWAR201/ SLA 116 
 
This site is well located to village facilities and comprises a patchwork of small rectilinear 
pasture fields (which may be have some historic landscape value) defined by tall hedgerows, 
with a good number of trees. The land slopes gently towards a low point in the central part of 
the site and, by virtue of the vegetation cover, is very discreet within the wider landscape. It 
is separated from the more open land to the south and west by Plank Lane which could form 
the new settlement boundary. A right of way runs close to the eastern boundary. 
 
Whilst the site is currently within Green Belt it does offer scope for a significant level of 
development close to the core of the village and station. However, the site may be of 
ecological value, due to the mosaic of hedgerows and trees; careful design would be required 
to ensure that key elements of its distinctive small scale character are retained successfully 
within any new development. Particular care should be taken of the frontage with 
Birmingham Road, where the existing hedgerow and trees provides a welcome break in the 
otherwise developed roadside. The ‘country lane’ character of Plank Lane is also vulnerable to 
change and access on to the more rural southern section should be avoided.  
 
POLESWORTH/DORDON 
 
NWAR186/ SLA 106 
 
The site is a field of arable farmland that falls away southwards from the A5; to the west lies 
the Birchhill's Business Park, developed on reclaimed land which accommodates some vey 
large buildings with extensive strategic planting along the eastern side, and good vegetation 



around a series of ponds that form the southern boundary of the site. To the east lies site 
NWAR188 described below. The site is generally discreet within the wider landscape except 
from the south where it is seen in the context of the employment development and buildings 
(notably at Hall End Business Park) and vegetation that forms a broken skyline along the A5 
in views from the countryside to the south. Physically the site is divorced from the main part 
of the settlement and development here would form an isolated residential development that 
would appear unrelated to the main residential part of the village that lies north of the A5. 
Development would also perpetuate the ribbon effect of development along the A5. 
 
Whilst potentially the site could accommodate development, there would be a significant 
impact on the landscape and views; there are other locations that relate better to the 
settlement that should come forward before this site is considered. 
 
NWAR188/ SLA 35 
 
The site is subdivided by a rectangular block of woodland; the western part shares the same 
characteristics as site NWAR186, being only separated from it by a low hedge. The eastern 
part has a smaller scale character as it falls south towards Penmire Brook, an area that is 
distinctive with a large number of mature trees especially along Gypsy Lane which runs south 
of the A5 and forms the eastern boundary. The vegetation assists with integrating the ribbon 
of houses that lie south of the A5, and just beyond the northern boundary. 
 
The eastern part of the site is unsuitable for development in landscape terms as it would 
extend development into an area that forms part of the attractive countryside to the south 
and would relate poorly to the settlement. The comments made above regarding the 
suitability of site 186 above apply equally to the western part of site 188. 
 
NWAR189/ SLA 108 
 
The site comprises an area of pasture and rectangular area of allotments immediately south 
of the A5 and west of the access into Birchill's Business Park. A small group of houses lie 
along the north western edge. It is prominent in views from the A5 and residential 
development here would lead to an isolated cluster of development that is unrelated to the 
main settlement and should therefore not come forward. 
 
A large number of sites are being promoted east of Dordon. The area may be split in 
character terms into two distinct areas.  
 
NWAR037, 076, 083 170, 167 (SLA 89 (4)/ SLA 89 (1) ) 
 
The land to the south east (south of Church Road/Dunns Lane) falls south/south eastwards 
towards the A5 and Penmire Brook valley beyond. A large part of this area is occupied by 
woodland (much it appears has established on old mining areas) which integrate the 
settlement within the landscape and contributes to its setting (the wooded flank of the hill 
side is readily apparent from the south); as such it is most sensitive to change. Many informal 
footpath routes criss-cross the area. The only opportunities to accommodate development 
that would not harm this setting and/or remove substantial areas of woodland appear to be: 
 
• In the north western part of site 037, south of the churchyard. Access may be a key 

constraint here. 
 
• Site 083 which is a discreet paddock located between two houses which are within the 

settlement boundary.  
 
The part of the larger site 171 lying south of Dunns lane is most unsuitable being very 
exposed to the south and west. 
 
NWAR038, 077, 084, 168, 169, 171, 237 (SLA 66A, SLA 89 (2), SLA 89 (3), SLA 153 ) 
 
The settlement sits astride a north south ridge and development has respected the ridge top 
along the eastern side; the land beyond falls away quite steeply to the east/north east and is 
generally widely exposed to view from the flat landscape of the River Anker floodplain which 
has a strong rural character. The Hollies (Ancient Woodland) is a strong landscape feature 



which contributes the setting and integration of the settlement edge. There are some subtle 
differences in character due to variations in landform and vegetation that create some 
opportunities for accommodating development within this area: 
 
• NWAR169 – a relatively level area of pasture lying at the foot of the ridge, contained to 

the north by existing development at St Helena and by a good belt of vegetation along 
the track to the south east. Access appears restricted to estate roads; site separated from 
Sycamore Avenue by a strip of land. 

• NWAR038 – site appears and could assist with access to site 169. 
• NWAR077 – most of this site is inappropriate for development as it forms part of 

attractive countryside extending away from the settlement (sometimes to undefined 
boundaries) and contains ancient woodland (The Hollies). The strip of land east of 169 is 
suitable. The more elevated western part forms part of the ridge slopes, with its pattern 
of small hedge-bounded fields, and is exposed to view and is not suitable for 
development. 

• NWAR168/237 – whilst lying on the top (site 237) and on the slopes of the ridge (site 
168) much of this land (notably the eastern part) is contained and not apparent from the 
east due to the screen provided by The Hollies; some development could be 
accommodated in this location without wider impact although the area does have strong 
hedgerow pattern which should be retained; a buffer with the wood would also be 
required.  

• NWAR084 – small sliver of land that appears well contained as part of an existing 
property. 

 
Development within Site 171 is wholly inappropriate given its distance from the settlement, 
and its extension into open countryside. The northern part adjoins a well defined urban edge 
along St Helena Road and this should be retained as the settlement boundary. 
 
NWAR211/ SLA 128 
 
The site is a single arable field set within a shallow dry valley of the River Anker. The 
northern boundary is open whilst the southern boundary is defined bat a strong belt of 
vegetation along Tamworth Road, where a small group of cottages lie adjacent to s section 
o0f redundant road. The site is poorly related physically and visually to the main settlement 
and development here would appear as an isolated pocket of development that would be 
locally very apparent. 
 
NWAR212/ SLA 130 
 
The site is a gently sloping pasture field falling from Pooley Lane to the Coventry Canal and 
Anker valley beyond which the northern part of Polesworth is clearly apparent. It appears as 
an islotat5ed pocket of land with vegetation to the south around Pooley Hall (listed/issues of 
setting?) separating it from the urban area to the south. Whilst the site is well contained and 
within the visual envelope of the village development here would be poorly related physically 
to the main settlement; access also appears to be a significant constraint as Pooley Lane is 
essentially a single track road that already serves some industrial uses and a heritage centre. 
Development on this side of the valley would be seen in isolation when viewed from higher 
land on the eastern side of the valley. The site is not considered appropriate for development. 
 
NWAR072/ SLA 129 
 
The site extends between Pooley Lane which runs along the ridge top on the west side of the 
Anker valley and the canal; recent development has been cut into the slopes to the south. 
Due to its prominence and despite some screening provided by vegetation on the lower 
slopes development here is unlikely to be appropriate due to the elevated and exposed nature 
of the land, although if some limited development were to be cut in so that it was below the 
ridgeline with the ridgeline protected some development may be acceptable. It appears that 
access would need to be off Pooley Lane, which is of single track past the site and this may 
be a constraint on the site coming forward. 
 
 
 
 



NOTE  
 
It should be noted that the appraisal of larger sites described here is based on a 
strategic overview only. Larger sites, particularly in areas of landscape complexity, 
may possess considerable variations in character and sensitivity and, where 
development potential has been identified, these should be subject to more detailed 
landscape and visual appraisal to identify the most suitable areas for development 
at a more detailed level. 




